PROJECT PROFILE

Fraser Health Authority — Eagle Ridge Hospital

LOCATION

Port Moody, British Columbia
YEAR

Building capacity and peace of mind

2020

Part of the Fraser Heath Authority, Eagle Ridge is a community

CONSTRUTION DURATION

hospital that delivers a range of patient care. Their holistic
approach offers immediate service in their emergency room
and future support through rehabilitation. They also brought a

9 Months
DIRTT INSTALLATION

2 Months
SQUARE FEET

holistic approach when they set out to expand and renovate their

91,900

emergency department. Eagle Ridge wanted an update today

CATEGORY

that also worked for them in the years to come.
When Fraser Health looked at DIRTT they saw more than just
medical-grade finishes that increase infection prevention and
control. They saw an opportunity to save time and money on
future operational expenses. DIRTT modular solutions offer easy
access to the wall cavity.

Healthcare
HIGHLIGHTED SOLUTIONS

Acoustical management
DIRTT Millwork
DIRTT Power
Enzo®
Healthcare Optifiller
Integrated technology
WriteAway™

That means maintenance and adjustments can be
done quickly and cleanly. Instead of closing down entire
departments for days to make changes, they can update
one room in a couple of hours. So, while distraction
graphics improve the patient experience in the diagnostic
cardiology lab and durable wall panels prevent infection
from spreading in the infusion bays, they also offer peace
of mind. Now, while Eagle Ridge staff takes care of their
patients, they have a space that takes care of them too.

I love coming to work
in this space. It’s not
like any other place in
the hospital. People
actually feel uplifted
when they come in
for treatment which
makes my job easier.
Eagle Ridge Hospital nurse

18,715 lbs

of drywall waste prevented
from entering the landfill
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2,088

recycled denim jeans
in wall insulation

74%

recycled content in
millwork solution

